
In Lithuania, the International Day
for Tolerance was marked by 993

educational institutions
More about the initiative:

Pupils participated in remote classes on the topic of tolerance,

analyzed examples of history, read literature, looking for

examples of tolerance and intolerance. The result of the

International Day for Tolerance celebration comprises drawings,

installations, collages, etc. created by children and young people.

Many democratic countries in the world have been celebrating

November 16 since 1995, when it was declared the International

Day for Tolerance by UNESCO. The marking of this day in

Lithuania has been initiated by the International Commission for

the Evaluation of the Crimes of the Nazi and Soviet Occupation

Regimes in Lithuania since 2003.

The Secretariat of

the International

Commission

suggested a

symbol of the

celebration this

year - to

create a

TOLERANCE

PUZZLE.

The International Day for Tolerance
was celebrated in Lithuania on

November 16!
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Akmenė "Ventos" gymnasium

The International Commission
for the Evaluation of the Crimes of the Nazi and Soviet Occupation Regimes in Lithuania



Tolerance Education Centers, schools, kindergartens, socialization and

children's day care centers as well as other educational institutions took

part.

Anykščiai socialization care center Šalčininkai kindergarten "Pasaka"

Šiauliai art school

Krakiai gymnasium

Šiauliai Julius Janonis gymnasiumŠilalė Simonas Gaudėšius gymnasium Panevėžys kindergarten "Jūratė"

Biržai technologies and business centerAkmenė "Ventos" gymnasium



The idea originated from the statement regarding tolerance by

the Chairman of the International Commission, Emanuelis

Zingeris that "our society is as a puzzle made up of many pieces

and we should be happy to be able to have a different opinion".

Vilnius "Ryto" progymnasium

Kaunas Juozas Grušas art gymnasium Kaunas Juozas Grušas art gymnasium Lavėnai social foster home

Vilnius children and youth club
"Meteoras"

Vilnius "Lazdynų" school

Kaunas Martynas Mažvydas
progymnasium

Palanga Senoji gymnasium

Klaipėda "Žaliakalnio" gymnasium



2020

More information on the website: 

www.komisija.lt

Alytus kindergarten "Boružėlė"VIMS - International Meridian
School

Vilnius Antanas Vienuolis
progymnasium

Klaipėda district "Dituvos" 
primary school

Radvliškis town's culture center

Vaiguva Vladas Šimkus 
primary school

Pasvalys "Lėvens" 
primary school

General Povilas Plechavičius
cadet lyceum


